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ABSTRACT: In this paper, we try to add some user define functions in C compiler like printf() , scanf(). Different 
operations of matrix, which are not present in C – Compiler, are being tried add as library functions. Then to calculate 
of different kinds of matrix operations can directly be used as calling of functions which is written in byte code. Header 
file of these functions has also been generated though writing the prototype. Our goal is adding more features in c 
compiler to make more useful for any programmer, but with maintaining proper concept and process of compiling the 
code through C compiler. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
In mathematics, a matrix is a rectangular array of numbers, symbols, or expressions, arranged in rows and columns. 
The mathematical definition of a matrix finds applications in computing and database management, a basic starting 
point being the concept of arrays. A two-dimensional array can function exactly like a matrix. To illustrate our work let 
us considered Matrix multiplication, addition, subtraction, determination etc. 
In matrix multiplication we use pointer to an array to hold the address of the array value and use undefined array.  Here 
we give any size of array at run time.Matrix representation is a method used by a computer language to store matrices 
of more than one dimension in memory.When we do some matrix operation then we have to code with mathematical 
operation; Like as matrix_add, matrix_sub , matrix_mult , matrix_det . Here we created library file with those 
mathematical expression , and corresponding prototype is declared in the header file. In our project we use this lib file 
and header file for matrix operation. Here we give our own header file and call the function from main(). 
We used to create .obj file and .lib file for matrix using tcc and tlib command. 
 

II. RELATED WORK 
 

There are many functions in C – Compiler, with direct using of which we can code our required program, like pow(), 
abs(), sin(), atan(), fabs() etc., but for example, when we code the graphics program, at first some operations of matrix 
should be coded like matrix multiplications, matrix addition, subtraction, determinant of matrix etc. for shifting, 
rotating, sharing, scaling etc. But the operation of the matrix is not our actual but the supporting task. In this type of 
program, programmers are beneficial if they can code only those parts of actual works with the help of in build 
function. Different operations of Matrix are created in build functions in C – Compiler that can be used in program by 
directly calling of functions for making easy to code actual coding. 
 

III. ACTUAL WORK 
 

3.1 Matrix Input: In matrix_input, we have taken one pointer type array, one integer for number of row and one 
integer for number of column. Following function hasbeen written.1st argu 
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ment is use for take input matrix, 2nd argument is use for row of the matrix and 3rd argument is use for column of the 
matrix 
 
void matrix_input(data_type *a[], int r1, int c1) 
{ 

printf(“\nEnter a elements:\n”); 
 for(i=0;i<r1;i++) 
 { 
  for(j=0;j<c1;j++) 
  { 

scanf("%d",a+i*c1+j); 
  } 

} 
} 
 
3.2 Matrix Display:In matrix_show, we have taken one pointer type array, one integer for number of row and one 
integer for number of column. Following function has been written.1st argument is use for display the matrix, 2nd 
argument is use for row of the matrix and 3rd argument is use for column of the matrix 
 
void matrix_show(data_type *a[],int r1,int c1) 
{ 
 printf("Enter the element : \n\n"); 
 for(i=0;i<r1;i++) 
 { 
  for(j=0;j<c1;j++) 

{ 
printf("%d\t",*(a+i*c1+j)); 

} 
  printf("\n\n"); 

} 
} 
 
3.3 Matrix Addition: In matrix addition we have taken three pointer type array , 2 pointer type array for taking input 
and one for showing output. In the following the function we have written. Here 1st and 2nd argument is use for those 
matrix between which matrix addition will be done and kept in to the 3rd argument, where as 4th argument and 5th 
argument are respectively row and column of the matrices.  
 
void matrix_add(data_type *a[],data_type *b[],data_type *add1[],int r1,int c1) 
{ 

for(i=0;i<r1;i++) 
{ 

for(j=0;j<c1;j++) 
{ 

data_type t=i*c1+j; 
data_type ta=*(a+t); 
data_typetb=*(b+t); 
*(add1+t)=ta+tb; 

} 
} 

} 
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3.4 Matrix Subtraction : In matrix subtraction we have taken three pointer type array , 2 pointer type array for taking 
input and one for showing output. In the following the function we have written. . In the following the matrix 
subtraction function we have written.. Here the 3rd argument will be result of subtracting 2nd argument of the 1st, where 
as 4th argument and 5th argument are respectively row and column of the matrices.  
 
void matrix_sub(data_type *a[],data_type *b[],data_type *sub1[],int r1,int c1) 
{ 
 for(i=0;i<r1;i++) 
 { 
  for(j=0;j<c1;j++) 
  { 
   data_type t=i*c1+j; 
   data_type ta=*(a+t); 
   data_typetb=*(b+t); 
   *(sub1+t)=ta-tb; 
  } 

} 
} 
 
3.5 Matrix Multiplication :In matrix multiplication we have taken three pointer type array , 2 pointer type array for 
taking input and one for showing output. In the following the function we have written. . In the following the matrix 
multiplication function we have written.. Here 1st and 2nd argument is use for those matrix between which matrix 
multiplication will be done and kept in to the 3rd argument, where as 4th argument and 5th argument are respectively row 
and column of the 1st matrix and 6th argument is treated as the numer of columns of 2nd matrix.  
 
 
void matrix_mult( data_type *a[],data_type *b[],data_type *mul[],intr1,int c1,int c2) 
{ 
 for(i=0;i<r1;i++) 
 { 
  for(j=0;j<c2;j++) 
  { 
   data_typesum=0; 
   for(k=0;k<c1;k++) 
   {  
    data_type t = i * c1+k; 
    data_type p = k * c2+j; 
    data_type ta = *(a+t); 
    data_type pa = *(b+p); 
    sum=sum+ ta * pa; 
   } 
   *(mul+i*c2+j)=sum; 
  } 

} 
} 
 
3.6 Matrix Determinant: In the following we are implemented the function of the matrix determinant. Here function 
return the determinant value of a matrix, passed as 1st argument having the number of order mentioned in 2nd argument. 
float matrix_det(data_type *x[],int n) 
{ 
 data_type b[100][100]; 
 float a[100][100], result=1.0; 
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 for(i=0;i<n;i++) 
 { 
  for(j=0;j<n;j++) 
  { 
   b[i][j]=*(x+i*n+j); 
   a[i][j]=b[i][j]; 
  } 

} 
 for(k=0;k<n-1;k++) 
 { 
  for(j=k+1;j<n;j++) 
  { 
   float m=a[j][k]/a[k][k]; 
   for(i=0;i<n;i++) 
    a[j][i]=a[j][i]-m*a[k][i]; 
  } 
 } 
 for(i=0;i<n;i++) 
 { 
  result=result*a[i][i]; 
 } 
 return(result); 
} 
3.5 Using command to create .obj file and .lib file : 
TCC – We are using tcc command for creating .obj file on the implemented function of the matrix. Step 1. At first we 
write the code of matrix in notepad and save as it .C extension. Step 2. Then go to the dos prompt and write the 
command tcc –c filename.c Step 3. Create the .obj file for the matrix. 
Ex. tcc –c matrixadd.c 
TLIB- We are using tlib command for creating .lib file of the matrix function. Step1. At first we write the only function 
for the matrix add ,sum, mul, det  because lib file contais only function body. Step2. Then go to the dos prompt and 
write the command tlib /C mylib.lib+filename.obj Step 3. Create the .lib file for the particular function of the matrix. 
Ex .tlib /C mylib.lib + matrixadd.obj 
Header file – We also create the header file for the matrix program. Header file contains only the prototype of the 
functions that is attached in the main program file before compilation. We write down the only prototype of the 
function in the notepad and that save into .h extension. In this process we implemented the header file of the particular 
function. Example: #include<matrix.h> 
 

IV. EXAMPLE OF EXECUTION AND RESULT 
 

Here we are giving some example of our success fully created library functions. In Black screen (Right Side) of the all 
figures are shown the output of the executed program which are also shown others screen (Left side) of the 
corresponding figures. Figure 4.1 shows the example of addition of matrix whereas in Figure 4.2, way of calling 
functions for matrix subtraction is shown with its successful output of execution of program. Similarly example with 
successful execution of multiplication between two matrixes is displayed in figure 4.3. The determinant of a matrix is 
being focused in figure 4.4. All though, in all the cases, taking the input of matrix and displaying the matrix is 
respectively done through calling of functions. matrix_input() and matrix_show(). 
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Figure 4.1 

Coding for calling of matrix addition and output 
 

 
Figure 4.2 

Coding for calling of matrix subtraction and output 
 

 
Figure 4.3 

Coding for calling of matrix multiplication and output 
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Figure 4.4 

Coding for calling of matrix determinant and output 
 

V. ANALYSIS 
 

When this matrix functions are used by any other programmer, any order of matrix may be defined in the code of the 
program. When this matrix is being passed into the our proposed library functions, like matrix_add(), matrix_mult() 
etc. Basically matrix is 2 dimensional array. To pass a 2D array in a function,size of any one dimension of the array 
may be varied. Size of the other damnations should be given, like a[10][] or a[][10]. But in that case, if we pass such 
manner, the functions in which matrix is being passed as 2D array, cannot be work with proper order of the matrix. 2D 
array is an array of 1D array, which can be passed into the functions without mentioning the size of 1D array. Array is 
pointer. If pointer of 1D Array can be passed, no size of the array will be mentioned. To pass 2D array, without 
mentioning the size, *a[] can be passed for any order of the matrix. 
Here we use pointer type array because we hold the address value of the array and then take the input value into array. 
Here we use this function into library file create a.exe file. We take pointer type array to hold the address value of the 
pointer. Arrays are very useful but C does not have array variables. This might seem incorrect as there is a C syntax for 
working with arrays. For example one can create an array, unimaginatively called 'Array1', of 9 integers by int 
Array1[9];, store the number ‘96’ in the 8th element (elements being numbered from 0 not from 1) 
withArray1[7]=96;and print it that element with printf("%d", Array1[7]);but this is really just working with pointers 
with an alternative syntax. Therefore the lineArray1[7]=96;is identical to*(Array1+7)=96; because ‘Array1’ is just a 
pointer to the start of the memory chunk and the ‘[7]’ moves it along 7 positions then uses what is at that position there. 
A particularly confusing special case is that “*Array1” can be used, of course, as a short way of typing “Array1[0]” but 
looks nothing like an array at all In C one can budge up an such an array by bypassing the array allocation line, 
explicitly creating a pointer and a chunk of memory of the correct size and using that instead. For example, int 
*Array1;so we take address value of the array and store the array value in that address , and pass through parameter. 
and we done our operation by holding our address position. 
 

VI. CONCLUSION 
 

In this enhanced compiler, it is clearly nodded that without writing the coded for following the operations matrix, 
programmer can code by only calling of the functions of those operations.Function – prototypes of all these functions 
have been written in a header file, named matrix.h which is only needed to include for calling the these functions. 
 
              1. Input of the Matrix : by the function, matrix_input() 

2. Display of the Matrix : by the function,matrix_show()  
3. Addition between two Matrices :  by the function,matrix_add() 
4. Subtraction 2nd Matrix from 1st Matrix :  by the function,matrix_sub() 
5. Multiplication between two Matrices :  by the function,matrix_mult() 
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6. Determinant of Matrix :  by the function,matrix_det() 
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